Homestead Lot No.15. Nanawale

Notes of Survey.

Beginning at the West angle of Lot No.13 the boundary runs:

1—S. 53° 30' E.—true 023 ft. to the East angle;

2—S. 4° 10' W.—true 710 ft. along the boundary of Waiakahiula

L.C.A. 11216 to the South angle.

3—N. 53° 30' W.—true 1200 ft. along Lot No.17 to the West angle

at upper road.

4—N. 36° 30' E.—true 300 ft. along the upper road to the

initial point, and containing an area of 13.93 acres.

Grant 47140 1-0

John Kane

Referred to Map 50.
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